Welcome to CAiSE’12!

The early registration deadline is 25 May 2012. However, we strongly recommend registering and booking your hotel as early as possible.

Register now at http://www.caise2012.univ.gda.pl

CAiSE’12 program features 2 keynotes, 14 research presentation sessions with 42 papers covering the latest innovations in information systems engineering, 4 tutorials and the CAiSE forum where new ideas, emerging topics, innovative systems, tools and applications will be presented. We invite you to take part in this unique scientific event and enjoy your stay in Gdańsk. Gdańsk is a beautiful and lively city with a rich history that will welcome you with the traditional Polish friendliness. We also suggest bringing your loved ones for an extended stay to enjoy the country and the Amber Coast at the Baltic Sea.

Keynotes
- Michele Missikoff (Italy): Looking at Future Research Challenges in Enterprise Information Systems
- Krzysztof Kurowski (Poland): Challenges for Future Platforms, Services and Networked Applications

Tutorials
- Technical Action Research by Roel Wieringa, University of Twente, The Netherlands
- Model-driven Development by Oscar Pastor and Sergio España, Universitat Politècnica de Valencia, Spain
- Improvisational Theater by Martin Mahaux and Patrick Heymans, University of Namur, Belgium
- Ontological Foundations by Giancarlo Guizzardi, FEUS, Brazil

Industrial Track - PRET-4 – Practice-driven driven Research on Enterprise Transformation (www.pret-series.org)

CAiSE Forum – Lively discussion around short visionary and demo papers presented as posters or demonstrations.

Other events at CAiSE’12 in Gdańsk

CAiSE Doctoral Consortium

Working Conferences
- BPMDS 2012 (Business Process Modeling, Development and Support; www.bpmds.org)

Workshops
- GRCIS – Governance, Risk and Compliance in IS
- HC-PAIS – Human-Centric Process-Aware Information Systems
- EOMAS – Enterprise & Organizational Modeling and Simulation
- AgiES – Agility of Enterprise Systems
- NGEBIS – Next Generation Enterprise and Business Innovation Systems
- BUSITAL – BUSiness/IT Alignment and Interoperability
- WISSE – Workshop on Information Systems Security Engineering
- CSSI – Case Studies in Service Innovation
- IWSSA – International Workshop on System/Software Architectures
- ONTOSE – Ontology, Models, Conceptualization and Epistemology in Social, Artificial and Natural Systems

Conference Organisation
General Chair: Sjaak Brinkkemper, Utrecht University, the Netherlands
Program Chairs: Jolita Ralyté, University of Geneva, Switzerland and Xavier Franch, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Spain
Organising Chair: Stanislaw Wrycza, University of Gdańsk, Poland